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ABSTRACT
Recent developments of simulation software have made
computer simulation and animation popular system problemsolving techniques .

One field that has many potential

applications for computer simulation and animation is in
the area of facilities planning and design.
The purpose of this paper is to provide the facilities
planner with information to assist in determining when,
why, how and what simulation software should be
implemented to solve facilities planning and design
problems.

Also,

the usefulness of simulation and

animation to the facilities planner is evaluated and areas
for improving software for future applications in
facilities planning and design are identified.

To assist

in presenting these objectives, a sample facilities
planning and design problem is modeled with Cinema
software to illustrate the model-building process as well
as the characteristics of simulation and animation
software.
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INTRODUCTION
In the past few years,

the term "simulation" has

received much notoriety as a system problem-solving
technique .

Any current technical trade magazine,

especially those specializing in production, computers and
manufacturing,

seems to be teeming with advertisements

proclaiming the virtues of simulation.

One vendor of a

simulation software package claims "if it can be flowcharted,

it can be simulated"

(Haider 1986).

It is

estimated there are over 100 simulation software packages
currently available and competing for this "new-found"
market (Micro Analysis and Design Inc. 1987).
The latest trend in computer simulation has been the
increased use of computer graphics for animated displays of
the movement of entities through the simulated system.
Prior to animation, computer simulation results were
revealed primarily through printed output that summarized
the completed simulation.

Animation allows the user to see

the simulation in process while providing data on the state
of the system being simulated as it occurs rather than in a
summary statement at the end of the simulation.
The new array of computer simulation software packages
has provided the opportunity to employ simulation in many
One of these applications is

nontraditional applications.
1
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the field of facilities planning and design.

The intent

of this paper is to provide those involved in the
facilities planning process, who may not be experienced in
programming simulation languages, with the following
information:

*

An awareness that simulation and animation, as a
result of advances in computer software, can
become a valuable tool for the facilities
planner.

*

A procedure to guide the facilities planner in
determining when and why a simulation model should
be used to analyze a facilities problem and how
the model should be designed and evaluated.

*

An evaluation of the features of simulation and
animation software that a facilities planner must
review when selecting an appropriate software
product for his model.

These points are illustrated with an example of a
facilities planning and design application using Cinema, a
popular simulation and animation product available on the
market today.

This example is also used to formulate

conclusions on the value of simulation and animation
software to the facilities planner and to identify ideas
for improving the software for future applications in
facilities planning and design.

SIMULATION, ANIMATION AND FACILITIES
Vendors of simulation and animation software have
circulated much literature in the past few years that
advertises the uses of their products.

However,

it should

not be forgotten that these vendors are selling software
to make a profit.

When should a facilities planner turn

to simulation and animation to study a facilities problem?
This section of the paper defines simulation and
animation, when simulation and animation should be
implemented and some of the possible applications in the
field of facilities planning and design.
Simulation and Animation Definitions
Simulate,
"to imitate."

in the broadest sense of the word, means
In a mangement sense, simulation is used to

imitate a real system in order to observe and learn from
the replica, or model.

Models and the process of

simulation provide a convenient means whereby the
decision-maker may be provided with factual information
regarding the operations under his control without
disturbing the operations themselves.

Thus, the

simulation process is essentially one of indirect
experimentation involving the alternative courses of
action before they are adopted.
3
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Simulation is a type of model,
mathematical model.

specifically a

Models can be categorized according

to the degree of realism that they achieve in representing
a problem in the real world.

The model categories and

their relationship to the real world can be seen in Figure
1.

These model categories are:
1.

Operational Exercise.

This modeling approach

operates directly in the real environment in
which the decision is going to take place.
2.

Gaming.

A model is constructed that is an

abstract and simplified representation of the
real environment.

However, all the people who

participate in the decision process in the
system being modeled also interact in the model
itself.
3.

Simulation.

Simulation models are similar to

gaming models except all human interaction is
removed from the modeling process.

The models

provide the means to evaluate the performance of
a number of alternatives supplied externally to
the model by the decision-maker without allowing
for human interactions at intermediate stages of
the model computation.
4.

Analytical Model.

In this type of model, the

problem is represented in completely mathematical
terms which we use to maximize or minimize,

/
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subject to a set of mathematical constraints that
portray the conditions under which decisions have
to be made (Bradley 1977).
Ideally, an analytical model would be the most
preferred choice when selecting a model because they
provide exact answers to the question of interest, and
they are the least expensive and easiest models to
develop.

However, analytical models introduce the highest

degree of simplification in the model representation.

It

is important when using such a model to ensure that the
resulting degree of realism is appropriate to characterize
the decision under study, and not the tool being used to
investigate the decision-making process, that should
determine the amount of information needed to handle the
decision effectively.
So,

if an analytical model is the ideal choice for

modeling a system, when and why should a simulation model
ever be used?

Unfortunately, most systems,

including

projects in facilities planning and design, are too
complex to evaluate analytically, so they must be studied
by means of simulation.
Unlike analytical models, simulation models usually
do not produce an optimum answer to the decision under
study.

These types of models are inductive and empirical in

nature: they are useful only to assess the performance of
alternatives identified previously by the decision-maker.

7
It then becomes the task of the user to heuristically find
a satisfying solution or a solution that the user is
willing to settle for to achieve the system objectives.
Most simulation models take the form of computer
programs, where logical arithmetic operations are
performed in a prearranged sequence.
therefore,
terms.

It is not necessary,

to define the problem exclusively in analytic

This provides an added flexibility in model

formulation and permits a higher degree of realism to be
achieved.
Animation is not a model in itself but an enhancement
to a simulation model.

Users of simulation software

packages that are accompanied with the animation option
can now graphically depict the system being simulated on a
graphics monitor.

Dynamic symbols, representing entities

in the simulation model, move across a static
representation of the system on the graphics monitor to
show the flow of entities through the system.

The

animation shows the present state of the system as it
occurs during simulation.

Variables of the system,

such

as elapsed time or queue sizes, can be displayed and
updated on the graphics monitor during simulation as well.
Facilities Planning and Design Applications
Escalating costs for construction and capital
equipment have prompted facilities managers to carefully

8

analyze the desirability of all new proposed facilities
before committing the funds for the projects.

Some

performance measures that can be obtained through
simulation for evaluating the feasibility of new
buildings, building renovations or new equipment might be:

*

throughput analysis of existing and proposed
facilities

*

equipment/facility utilization

*

time spent in queues

*

time spent in the system

*

return on investment

*

space utilization

*

payback periods

*

distances traveled by equipment, personnel and
materials

To determine the desirability of a facility project,
a method for predicting the performance of the system must
be employed.

For most facilities systems, such as

existing buildings, equipment configurations or national
distribution networks, experimentation within the system
would be disruptive to operations or just too expensive.
For proposed facilities,
expansion,

such as a new plant or building

it would be ridiculous to construct a facility

for experimentation purposes.

Furthermore, most

facilities are too complex for analytic models.
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Facilities modeling through computer simulation is easily
the most desirable alternative.
In the past, computer simulation was seldom used for
facilities planning and design.

Simulation models were

originally constructed through general purpose computer
languages such as FORTRAN, and development of the models
required a lot of time, money and highly trained
personnel.

Reduced computing costs,

improvements in

simulation languages and simulation/animation software
packages that require no computer programming have enabled
computer simulation to become a valuable tool for
facilities planners and designers.

Simulation can now

effectively save development time and financial resources,
thereby delivering reduced construction costs and more
efficient facilities.
Animation is a valuable tool for facilities
applications of computer simulation.

Most importantly,

animation provides a means of communicating facilities
plans to those who have no knowledge of computer
simulation and programming.

With the aid of a graphics

monitor and animation, viewers can watch the flow of
entities through a facility and observe the overall system
performance.

Animated displays can draw people without

simulation programming experience into the model building
process.

As they watch the model evolve over time on the

10
screen,

ideas and suggestions seem to be more freely

generated and offered.
A recent development in computer simulation and
animation may prove to be valuable to those who prepare
facilities plans for the shop floor in manufacturing
facilities.

There are several simulation software

packages now available for factory planning,

such as

SIMFACTORY and MAP/I which require no programming.

The

factory description and process flow are entered through a
menu-driven user interface.

These packages make

simulation available for applications that were once
considered too small to justify a simulation programming
effort.
Some examples of facilities planning and design
projects that can be studied using computer simulation are
listed below:

*

Proposals for new buildings.

The building can be

viewed as a complete system for simulation
purposes.

By simulating the network of operations

being performed within the building, the total
production of the building or system can be compared by altering a parameter, such as the number
of receiving docks,
entire system.

to determine the effect on the

Simulation can be used for studying

such facilities as manufacturing plants, distribu-
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tion centers, banks,

fast food restaurants,

gas

stations or hospitals.
* To determine the impact of new equipment installa-

tions.

Different scenarios could be compared by

running a simulation for each piece of equipment
under consideration to determine its effect of the
total system.

Equipment being installed could be

tried at different places within the facility to
determine the most effective location for the
equipment.

Simulation could be used for setting up

Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS),

group tech-

nology cells, assembly lines and Just-in Time (JIT)
systems.

*

Material handling systems, such as automated
guided vehicles (AGV) or automated storage and
retrieval systems (ASRS), could be studied with
computer simulation to determine their required
size and optimal location.

Other material

handling systems such as conveyors and overhead
material handling equipment could be simulated to
determine the minimum distances they will be
required to travel, thus reducing equipment and
installation costs.

*

Site plans and highway and rail systems can be
planned and designed with the assistance of
computer simulation.

Information provided from

12 .
simulation runs can aid in deciding how to route
the traffic flow and determining the size of the
required arteries.

*

Construction and project planning techniques used
in facilities planning, such as PERT, can be
simulated to determine the critical path of the
project and the activity slack times.

Although these examples are just a few of the
potential applications of computer simulation in the field
of facilities planning and design, one can begin to see
the value of information provided by simulation output in
planning and designing efficient, cost effective
facilities.

Animation,

in turn,

is valuable in selling a

plan or design to those who will eventually use or finance
the planned facility.

DESIGNING THE SIMULATION MODEL
One of the most challenging aspects of a modeler's
job is building an accurate model and convincing the end
users that it is an accurate representation of the system
being modeled.

To ensure these objectives are met, a

well-conceived strategy for model design should be
prepared before the model is actually built.

This

strategy should be a step-by-step procedure that will
enable the modeler to organize his modeling effort, set
intermediate goals and improve his modeling efficiency.
general procedure for the design of a simulation model is
shown in Figure 2.

This procedure describes the model

design as a three-phase process where each phase is
further described in terms of intermediate steps (Hitomi
1979).

While this procedure is general and used for many

applications,

it serves as an excellent guide for design-

ing simulation models.

A detailed explanation of this

procedure follows.
Problem Analysis
Problem analysis is the first phase of designing a
simulation model.

The first step in this phase is to

identify the problem that has prompted the need for a
13 ·
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simulation problem and to determine the objectives that
one wishes to accomplish by selecting simulation as the
tool for solving the problem.

The second step identifies

and lists the factors to be included in the design
problem.

It is important in this step to distinguish the

controllable versus uncontrollable factors and the
qualitative versus quantitative ones.

The controllable

and quantitative factors play fundamental roles in the
design of the model.

The final step of this phase is to

collect the data and information that is necessary to
realistically model the system that is being studied.
During the first three steps, the modeler is
essentially gathering all the pertinent information that
will determine how the model is built.

It is imperative

that the modeler takes every precaution to ensure that the
information he is using will result in a valid model.

A

valid model is one which is sufficiently accurate to
achieve the objectives of the simulation and can be used
as a substitute for the real system.
creating a valid model,
well.

Equally important to

the new model must be credible as

A credible model is one that is accepted by the

user as being valid and will be used as an aid in making
decisions (Carson 1986).

If a model is not credible,

that model may actually never be used in a decision-making
process, even if it is valid.
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Perhaps the most important factor in creating a valid
and credible model is that the modeler must work side-byside with the client and the people who work, or will
work, most closely with the system being modeled.
Together,

they must define the overall objective of the

simulation, the issues to be investigated, the alternative
systems designs,

the collection of input data and the

measures of performance.
While the modeler is collecting his input data for
the simulation model, he must constantly be aware of the
quality of these data if he is to construct a valid model.
A simulation is driven by its input and if the data are
poor,

the model will not be valid.
There are several ways to get the data needed for

determining the inputs into the simulation model (Carson
1977).

They are (in the order of their desirability):

* Time studies
* Historical records
* The best estimate of the vendor
* The best estimate of the client

*

The best estimate of the modeler

Naturally,

the most reliable input could be generated

by having someone perform time studies for the specific
needs of the model, but time and financial constraints
often will not allow this.

Historical data can be

valuable but, preferably should be used only after

17.
conferring with the people who gathered the data.
Historical data collection by automated means may not be
as thorough as data collected through time study and
should be approached with caution as well.

If the input

data required involves machines or material handling
equipment,
times,

the vendor may be able to supply processing

conveyance times or mean times to failure.

These

times, as well as those estimated by the client or modeler
should be used only when the information cannot be
obtained by another means.
Regardless of the method used for accumulating the
input data,

if the model is used repeatedly over time for

the same or new purposes,

it should be remembered that the

system is always changing and the data are almost always
out of date or on the verge of being out of date.

A

periodic evaluation may provide cheap insurance against
erroneous conclusions from an invalid model (Carson 1977).
Since a simulation model is a model of a real world
occurrence and real world occurrences are generally
random,

the data input into the simulation model most

likely will be described as random variables.
is random,

If a model

it will contain one or more sources of input

random variables described by probability distributions.
A random number generator is used in simulation to
generate random samples from these input distributions as
the simulator advances through time.

Examples of inputs
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that might be described by random variables include
processing times, mean times to random failure or mean
time betwen arrivals of an entity.
When attempting to identify an appropriate
distribution for an input random variable, one of two ways
could be used to specify the distribution form:
empirical distributions (Kelton 1986).

fitted or

In using the

fitting approach, data would be explored through tools
such as histograms to determine if a distribution form is
suggested.

Parameters for the chosen distribution, such

as mean and variance, could be derived from the data.
Goodness-of-fit tests could then be applied for determining if the distribution form selected was a good choice.
If the goodness-of-fit tests reveal a poor fit,

the

process is repeated with another distribution form.
When using the empirical distribution approach, no
attempt is made to fit a standard theoretical distribution
form to the data.

Instead, an empirical distribution is

defined directly from the data and the result is used as
the input distribution to the simulation.

While the

empirical distribution approach is typically used when a
theoretical distribution does not describe the data,

it

actually can be used in most any situation (Kelton 1986).
To summarize the first phase of designing the
simulation model,

the objectives of modeling must be

clearly set and the parameters to be used in the model
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must be closely scrutinized if a valid and credible model
is to be created.

Most importantly, the model builder

needs to work closely with the user to ensure credibility.
An unused model is a waste of everyone's time.
Problem-Solving
The first step in the problem-solving phase is to
build the actual simulation model with the information
assembled from the problem analysis phase.

The sinulation

model should have as little detail as necessary to address
the issues of interest but enough detail for it to remain
credible.

As the model is being constructed, a periodic

walk-through of the model's flow chart should be conducted
with the users to maintain this credibility.

If the user

has a similar existing system to the one being modeled,
the modeler should simulate this system as well.

The

output of this simulation can be used for comparison with
the output of the new model as an additional check for
validity.
When building the model,

it is suggested to get a

simple model up and running as quickly as possible, and
then later embellish it.

This is a good way to maintain

the client's interest and involvement.

As the model

continues to grow with more detail, use of structured
techniques such as modularity and top-down design are
recommended.

These will ease the debugging process.

20

The model-building step will vary greatly in duration
depending on the complexity of the model and the software
used for the simulation model.

General purpose languages

such as FORTRAN may require the most time to create a
model but,

on the positive side,

they are very versatile.

Simulation languages such as SIMSCRIPT or SIMAN greatly
reduce the programming time for most simulation
applications and, depending on the language, can be
accompanied by FORTRAN sub-programs if necessary.
special purpose simulators,

New

such as SIMFACTORY, require no

programming knowledge from the model builder,

just a

knowledge of the parameters and the process being
simulated.

Models can be built quickly but applications

are limited.

Most model builders may not have a library

of simulation software packages available to them so the
models will be built with whatever software is most
accessible.
The next step in the problem-solving phase of
designing simulation models is the test of the model for
effectiveness.

This is a check to determine if the model

constructed will achieve the results it was designed for.
One method is to run a trial simulation run and compare
the results with a similar existing operation.

This may

help determine whether the results of the model are within
reason.

If the language being used prints a comprehensive

set of output data,

this information can also be h _e lpful
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in identifying errors in the model.

For instanc€, a

utilization of zero may indicate that no product is
getting to a particular machine.

A utilization of 100%

may indicate an erroneous capacity, an inaccurate service
time or an error in product routing (Carson 1986).
The use of a trace can also be employed as a
technique for verifying a simulation model.

A trace

consists of a detailed output that represents the stepby-step progress of the simulation model over time.

A

trace can be of special value for detecting the cause of
subtle errors and verifying that the model can handle
unplanned circumstances,

such as running out of materials

or having a piece of equipment go down.

Almost all

simulation languages have a tracing capability and some of
these languages also have an interactive debugger that can
be used with the trace.
Graphical animation of the simulation can be also
used as a means of verifying the model.

Animation is

essentially a visual representation of a trace.

The model

builder can view the flow of entities through the system
to see if the simulation is performing as was intended in
the model.
The final step in the problem-solving phase is
decision analysis where alternative designs to the
original model are experimented with in an effort to find
a level of model performance that the user is willing to
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settle for.
technique,

Since simulation is not an optimization
a

near-optimal solution is usually appreciated

by the user under these circumstances.
Evaluation
The third phase of designing a simulation model
involves the evaluation of the simulation model that was
analyzed and built in the two previous phases.
in this phase are prediction analysis,
evaluating the performance,

The steps

implementation,

and modification and redesign

of the model.
During the prediction analysis step,
optimal"

the "near-

solution is evaluated as a real world solution.

If the result of this analysis is not satisfactory, the
modeler returns to the model-building step for further
rework.

If the result of the analysis is satisfactory, we

can proceed to the implementation step, where the system
being simulated is installed and the procedure is executed
in the real world.
In the next step,

the actual results of the

simulation are measured and evaluated by the following
criteria:

*

Reliability--Accuracy of performing and enduring
the specified functions and goals of the system
when installed

23 .

*

Response--Ability of the system to adapt to the
change of the environment or the disturbance

*

Stability--Abilty of the system to maintain a
stable state even with substantial changes in the
environment

*

Adaptability--Ability of the system to maintain
optimality

*

Economical eff iciency--Assurance of implementing
the system economically

When evaluating the simulation model,
remembered that many models require a

"warm-up" period

before the system reaches "steady-state."
simulation begins,
idle state.
realistic,

it should be

When a

the system is usually in an empty or

In a real-life situation, this is not
as there is often already work-in-progress in

the real-life system that the simulation is attempting to
model.

Therefore,

amount of time,

simulations are often run for a certain

called a warm-up period, before the output

data are actually used to estimate the desired measures of
performance.
One of the most common errors made when evaluating a
simulation model is making only one run of a stochastic
simulation.

Since the inputs into the simulation model

are random variables, one simulation run will provide only
one observation from a probability distribution.

Using the

results of one simulation run as the accepted solution
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would be like trying to estimate the mean of a population
in classical statistics with exactly one data point.
Several simulation runs, depending on the level of
confidence desired,

should be used before the simulation

is considered complete.
A complete statistical analysis should be performed
before summarizing the results of the simulation.
Ignoring the statistical aspects of simulation can result
in inaccurate, or even misleading results and conclusions.
The statistical aspects are beyond the scope of this paper
but there is much literature on this subject that could be
consulted for clarification.

(See literature by Law and

Welch noted in the Bibliography for further information.)
The final step in the design of a simulation model is
the modification or redesign of the model.

This is done

when the deviation between the actual performance and the
standard established in the planning stage is in excess of
limits determined by the user or client.
In summary,

the design of a simulation model can be a

complex process that can require a preplanned procedure to
maintain organization and control once the project is
undertaken.

Care must be taken at each step in this

procedure to ensure that a valid model is being
constructed.

The decision to simulate can be a major one

and so management must be willing to make the commitment
to support the effort.

The design of the model may
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require the efforts of programmers,

industrial engineers,

manufacturing and production control personnel,
supervisors,

foremen and plant management.

It is

imperative that they provide the modeler with information
regarding the real system operation because it is they who
will ultimately pass judgement on the validity of the model
and pass that judgement up the line to top management.

SELECTING SIMULATION AND ANIMATION SOFTWARE
Before purchasing simulation software, an inventory
of one's software needs and expectations should be taken.
There is such a wide variety of simulation software now
available that if one can clearly define his simulation
objectives,

he could probably find the software that is

custom-made to f i l l his requirements.

The remainder of

this section reviews the features of simulation and
animation software and compares five selected software
packages available on the market today.
Simulation Software Features
All simulation software can be classified according
to its traits in each of three different areas.
areas are the type of system being modeled,

These

the

application the software is needed for and the modeling
orientation employed by the simulation software.
There are two types of systems that are generally
recognized in simulation modeling--continuous and
discrete.

A software package might have the capability to
In a

perform continuous or discrete simulations or both.
continuous model,

the parameters, or state variables,

change continually over time.
26

In a discrete model,

the
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state variables change only at discrete points in time
called events.
The second area of classification for simulation
software describes the application of the software.
Simulation software can be classified as either special
purpose or general purpose.

A special purpose simulation

software package is one that has been designed
specifically for simulating a specific environment.

The

use of these packages may result in an additional
reduction in programming time since their modeling
constructs are oriented to a specific environment.

The

most common special purpose software is for modeling
manufacturing or material-handling systems.

These special

purpose simulation software products are generally called
"simulators."
products,

General purpose simulation software

called "simulation languages," allow one to

model almost any system and to perform almost any type of
analysis but more expertise and effort are required.

Many

simulation languages allow for subroutines written in
another language such as FORTRAN to further improve the
language's versatility.
The third area of classification describes the model
orientation employed by the software.

The two most common

orientation descriptions are process and event
orientation.

Process orientation allows the modeler to

depict the system being modeled through a block diagram or

2a
flow --chart.

In event scheduling, the system being modeled

is reviewed as consisting of a number of possible events
at which state changes take place.

The modeler must

define events and develop and program the logic associated
with each.
When selecting a software package to purchase or
lease,

the three areas of simulation software

classification just described must be reviewed to
determine the type of software needed.

There are other

features in simulation software packages that should be
reviewed during the selection process.
described as follows
1.

These features are

(Haider 1986):

Input flexibility--The software design should
allow the flexibility for developing models in a
batch model or in an interactive environment.
nice feature, with process orientation,

is the

ability to generate a network flow chart from
the input statements or vice versa.
2.

Syntax--The syntax used in the simulation
software package should be user-friendly,
consistent and nonambiguous.

This will aid in

faster model development.
3.

Structured modularity--Simulation software
should allow modular development of a model for
ease in construction and debugging.

A
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4.

Material handling module--This is a time-saving
feature for those who model within a
manufacturing environment because materialhandling systems are difficult to model.

5.

Statistics generation and data analysis--A
comprehensive means of collecting and displaying
data.

Important in analyzing and communicating

the results of a simulation.
6.

Interactive model debugging--This feature can
significantly reduce the time it takes to
construct a model.

7.

Micro/mainframe compatibility--If a simulation
software package offers micro/mainframe
compatibility,

it becomes available to a wider

variety of users who may already have the
necessary hardware.

If a user has both a

mainframe and a microcomputer, he can develop
the models using a microcomputer, which is
generally more accessible,

interactive and has

no associated cost for computer time, and run
the simulation using the mainframe, which is
significantly faster and more powerful.
8.

Documentation and support--A good product with
poor documentation and little support will have
few satisfied users.
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Animation Software Features
Many simulation software packages offer animation as
an enhancement to the simulation.

The major constraint in

selecting an animation package is that the animation is
tied to a

specific simulation language.

Animation

packages are not interchangeable among different
simulation languages.

The best simulation language may

not be accompanied by the most desirable animation package
or vice versa.
Some factors to consider when reviewing animation
software features are two- or three-dimensional graphics,
graphic display characteristics, ease of constructing
graphics screens,
simulation,

the ability for user interactions during

the hardware required and, of course, cost.
Comparison and Selection of Software

When selecting simulation software, one is selecting
a package that contains a simulation language,

the brand

and type of hardware and possibly an animation option.
The type of simulation problems that can be solved in the
future is also being selected at the same time.
to make an intelligent choice of software,

In order

it would be

best to investigate the classifications of problems that
are expected to be solved with simulation and the users who
will be creating and using the models.
this class of problems,

By identifying

(i.e., discrete simulation
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problems concerning manufacturing process plans and
requiring two-dimensional,

interactive graphics), and the

users (i.e., manufacturing engineers with no programming
experience and little spare time), a comparison of
different simulation software packages can be made to
these specifications.
Table 1 displays a comparison of the characteristics
of five different simulation software packages on the
market today.

They are:

SLAM II and Micro SAINT.

SIMAN, SIMFACTORY, SIMPLE I,
A brief description of each of

these software packages is included on the following
pages.
SIMAN
SIMAN is a combined discrete event,

network and

continuous simulation language initially developed in 1983
for implementation on mainframe and personal computers.
The structure of SIMAN is based on concepts in which a
distinction is made between the system model and the
experimental frame.

The system model defines the static

and dynamic characteristics of the system being modeled.
In comparison,

the experimental frame defines the

experimental conditions under which the system is to be
studied.

By separating the model structure into two

distinct elements, various simulation experiments can be
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generated simply by altering values specified in the
experimental frame.
With SIMAN,

component models based on three distinct

modeling orientations can be combined in a single system
model.

For discrete change systems either a process or

event orientation is used for modeling.

The process

orientation is used to model discrete change systems and
uses a block diagram to depict the flow of entities
through the system.

This can be achieved with BLOCKS, an

interactive, menu-driven,

self-explanatory graphic model-

builder for creating, editing and viewing SIMAN model
files.

In the event orientation a user is required to

supply FORTRAN subroutines to describe the event logic.
These user-written events can be embedded within a block
diagram to allow for options not covered by a SIMAN block.
The continuous change systems are modeled by a set of
algebraic or differential equations.
SIMAN uses five processors to load and execute a
simulation (Pence 1984).

They are:

1.

MODEL--Builds a block diagram model.

2.

EXPMT--Specifies parameter values of the
experimental frame.

3.

LINKER--Links the model and the experiment to
create a program file.

4.

SIMAN--Executes the simulation runs and writes
any user-specified responses to an output file.
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5.

OUTPUT--Performs data analysis functions on the
data stored in the output file using barcharts,
correlograrns, histograms, confidence intervals,
plots or tables.

SIMAN has the capability to extensively model
material-handling systems.

However, SIMAN is a general

purpose simulation package and considered to be very
versatile.

Animation software called Cinema is available

with SIMAN.
One of the most significant features of SIMAN is that
its models are fully transportable between a microcomputer
and a mainframe computer.
languages,

Unlike many other simulation

the same version can be used for either the

microcomputer or mainframe.
SIMFACTORY
SIMFACTORY has been designed as a tool for producing
simulation models and animations specifically for studying
the manufacturing of discrete part products; it was never
intended to be a general purpose simulation language.
There is no simulation programming involved when using
SIMFACTORY.

Instead, the modeler will enter production

parameters and factory layout information using
SIMFACTORY's menu-driven user interface and SIMFACTORY
will create the simulation model using a general
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manufacturing model developed using the SIMSCRIPT II.5
simulation language.
The SIMFACTORY user interface consists of 12
different menus.

The user creates the model by selecting

corrunands from these menus via cursors and a minimal amount
of keyed input.

After the complete data set has been

defined for the factory,
menu,

the user returns to the main

selects its run command and SIMFACTORY will begin to

read the data set,
factory.

initialize the data and simulate the

During the initialization phase, SIMFACTORY

will check the data for consistency and identify any
errors.

If no errors are detected, SIMFACTORY will

proceed to the simulation.

SIMFACTORY automatically

produces an animated picture of the factory at work.

[It

is highly recorrunended that validation runs be made prior
to checking out the production runs.

The animation is

especially helpful for this purpose.

However, the

animation does slow down the execution by a significant
factor.

Therefore,

it is suggested the animation be

suppressed when making production runs.]
SIMFACTORY features include a trace function,

the

ability to simulate material-handling equipment and a
statistical surrunary report.

Summary reports can be

produced for the following parameters:

*

process station utilization

*

transporter utilization
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*

resource utilization

*

queue levels

*

throughput

*

raw material consumption

The hardware required for installing SIMFACTORY
includes an IBM PC/AT and an IBM Enhanced Graphics Display
(or their equivalents).
SIMPLE I
SIMPLE 1 is a modeling environment for interactive
simulation using the IBM PC, AT or other compatibles.
Models are written in SIMPLE 1, a new discrete and
continuous network simulation language.

The language was

designed and ideally suited for analysis of manufacturing
systems.

However,

SIMPLE 1 is a general purpose language

that can be used for many other applications besides
manufacturing analysis.

The SIMPLE 1 software package

also includes character animation of the simulation
results.
SIMPLE 1 utilizes a network diagramming approach to
model construction.

Models are built conceptually by

interactive construction of network diagrams similar to
activity or flowcharts;

no programming is required.

The

user is provided modeling support for file building,
editing,

compilation and execution of simulation models.

Access to the utilities which aid in performing these
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tasks is at the MAIN ENVIRONMENT level of the software.
The network diagrams constructed by the modeler are
converted to SIMPLE 1 simulation language code when the
model is compiled.

SIMPLE 1 statements are composed of

key words, mathematical and logic operators, user-defined
variables and block labels.

Since the language is

statement-oriented versus line-oriented, statements can
span multiple lines and short statements can be grouped
onto one line.
Models using SIMPLE 1 are built in five segments:
1.

DECLARE--Defines global variables, entities,
screens and files.

2.

PRERUN--Initializes program variables and run
parameters.

3.

DISCRETE--Contains the description of the model
structure using a discrete network.

4.

CONTINUOUS--Contains the description of the model
structure using a continuous network.

5.

POSTRUN--Analyzes run results and performs run
control tasks.

Histograms, plotting and other analysis functions can
be performed using library models and printed by SIMPLE 1.
SIMPLE 1 also has an editor debugging feature.

When the

compiler detects an error, the editor is automatically
called.

The editor will be initialized with the cursor
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posi t ion at the location in the file where the error was
de t ected .
SLAM II
SLAM II is a

FORTRAN-based simulation language that

provides network, discrete event or continuous modeling
approaches .

Any of these approaches can be used

singularly or in combination in a simulation model.

A

SLAM II simulation model normally begins with a network,
or flow diagram , which graphically portrays the flow of
entities through the system (Lilegdon,
gramming skill is required,

1985).

No pro-

just the ability to reproduce

the network of nodes and routings that comprise the system
to be modeled.
information.

SLAM II will prompt the user for this
There are 20 node types available in SLAM II

for such functions as entering and exiting the system,
seizing or freeing a resource, changing variable values,
collecting statistics and starting or stopping entity flow
based on system conditionsn

The routings that connect the

nodes may be deterministic, probabilistic or based on
system variables.
When a model calls for more complex discrete event
processing than allowed by the network, SLAM II provides
easy access to FORTRAN subroutines.

FORTRAN also is

availble when coding any equations that define continuous
variables.

SLAM II provides the ability to combine these
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user-written events and continuous variables with network
constructs as required.
To simulate a model using SLAM II, three separate
processors are required:

INPUT, EXECUTION and OUTPUT.

The INPUT module is used to interpret the SLAM II control
and network diagrams into statements.

These statements

are stored in a file and can be modified by any editor.
As the input processor executes,
the coding.

it checks for errors in

These errors must be corrected before

analysis can continue.
The EXECUTION processor uses the file created by the
INPUT processor to simulate the interpreted model.

When

simulation is completed, the accumulated statistics and
system status are written to a disk file.

The OUTPUT

processor can then be used to produce tabular reports from
this disk file.
SLAM II also features a system trace for model
verification and debugging,
TESS.

and an animation option called

SLAM II can be installed on a variety of mainframe

and minicomputer systems using standard FORTRAN.

It can

also be fully implemented on the IBM PC and other
compatible minicomputers.
Micro SAINT
Micro SAINT is a tool for constructing simulation
models on an IBM PC (or equivalent) by responding to
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interactive menus rather than prcgrarnming in a simulation
language .

The procedure for modeling with Micro SAINT is

to describe the process or system to be simulated in terms
of a flowchart or network and select the task network
option from the master menu.

The menu-driven user

interface will prompt the modeler for information
concerning each activity in the network.

Micro SAINT

provides on-line help if it is needed by the modeler.
Execution of the simulation models is interactive.
The simulation may be paused during a run so that the
values of any of the variables can be changed during
execution.

Micro SAINT provides no animation graphics

although it can graphically depict a diagram of the input
task network.
line graphs,
well as a

The analysis option provides bar charts,
scatter plots, step charts and time lines as

few simple statistical calculations.

Micro

SAINT can simulate models that have up to 400 tasks and
100 variables.
Comparison and Selection of Software:

Summary

As the five simulation software packages were
reviewed,

it became apparent that many offered some of the

same features.

Some of the trends in simulation software

are:

*

Implementation on microcomputers

*

Manufacturing oriented preprocessors
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*

Lower priced systems

*

Interactive operation in both the simulation/
animation operation and in display and model
building

*

The ability to generate a network or flow · chart
from the input simulation program and vice versa
when in process orientation

All five software packages could be used for
facilities applications of some sort.

Micro SAINT clearly

had the most limited types and numbers of applications:
the creation of models from user-interface menus limits
its versatility and it had no available animation package.
However,
hand ,

it was probably the easiest to use.

On the other

SIMAN and SLAM II could simulate nearly any model,

providing versatile languages, the addition of subprograms
and the ability to run on a mainframe if the model was too
complex or large for a minicomputer.

Both have plenty of

less important, yet nice perks that help these languages
stand out from the others.

Perhaps the only factor that

separates them would be one's preference or comfort in
using of the languages.
SIMFACTORY was the only manufacturing simulator
reviewed.

It would be helpful in planning facilities

layouts in the factory or developing material-handling
systems but has limited application beyond that.

It is

valuable in solving smaller simulation problems that one
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could not normally justify a simulation model for before
manufacturing simulators were developed.

Model

development is very fast and does not require a lot of
skill.
As always,

one gets what one pays for.

CASE STUDY:

APPLICATION OF CINEMA

An example of a facilities planning and design
application utilizing simulation and animation software
has been developed to illustrate the procedure for designing a

simulation model as presented in the paper.

This

simulation model also provides the opportunity to use and
review a

software product called Cinema.

application,

The example

a model of the east toll plaza on Orlando's

East-West Expressway, appears in the Appendix.

The

Appendix includes a discussions of the situation being
modeled,
language,

how the model is constructed in the simulation
the results of the simulation and further

applications of this model.
The toll plaza was selected as an example because it
is a nontraditional facilities planning and design problem
that illustrates that a wide variety of applications can
be modeled with simulation and animation software, rather
than the traditional machine shop demonstrations that the
vendors include with the software.

The toll plaza can

also be clearly understood when animated, as it is not too
visually complicated.

Furthermore, anyone who has

travelled the highways of Central Florida can understand
this problem.
43
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In this section of the paper, the features of CiQema
are discussed as well as an evaluation of the performance
of Cinema, based on the outcome of the toll plaza
simulation presented in the Appendix.
Features of Cinema
The software package used in this example was Cinema
version 2.1, which was available in the Industrial
Engineering Computer Lab at the University of Central
Florida.

This is not the most recent version of Cinema

software available on the market.

Cinema is a simulation

and animation software package that joins a SIMAN
simulation model with an animated layout of the model.
Both Cinema and SIMAN were developed by the Systems
Modeling Corporation of State College, Pennsylvania.
Cinema requires the following hardware for operation:

*

IBM PC/AT or compat1ble with 640K bytes of memory

*

80287 Math Co-processor

*

High resolution graphics board

*

19" color monitor

*

Mouse

The animation construction is a two-step process.
The first step is to build the simulation model using the
SIMAN language.

The second step is to build an animation

layout of the model described in the first step using
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Cinema.

The SIMAN model and the animation layout are

brought together to generate the real-time simulation.
The basic construct of Cinema is the animation
layout.

This layout is a combination of objects that

comprise the system being simulated.

There are two types

of objects in an animated layout in Cinema:

static and

dynamic objects.
The static objects form the background of the layout
and represent the objects that do not change during
simulation.

The dynamic objects represent the objects

that change during a layout.

These objects are

superimposed over the static layout.

Examples of dynamic

objects would be workers, workpieces, material-handling
equipment, machines or robots.
When preparing the animation layout using Cinema, all
user interfacing is performed with a mouse, which is a
hand-held pointing device that controls the motion of the
cursor on the screen.

The commands for Cinema are pull-

down menus that appear on the screen.
command in Cinema,

To activate a

simply move the mouse across the desk

top until the cursor rests on the desired command.

The

command is activated by selecting one of the two buttons
on the mouse.
The static background is drawn by selecting commands
from a drawing function menu.

These commands might

include line, box, bar, circle or arc.

These elements can
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be placed using different colors, styles and line width.
Text can also be placed in the layout.
The dynamic objects in the layout are tied to
specific modeling constructs within the accompanying SIMAN
program.

As the state of the simulation changes in the

SIMAN program,

the dynamic objects are automatically

updated in the Cinema layout.

The following listing

describes the main dynamic objects in a Cinema layout.
These objects can be created using the mouse and the pulldown menu.

*

Entities--This is the most common dynamic object
in Cinema and usually represents a
piece or customer.

job, work-

It is usually shown on the

screen as a drawing of the object it is
representing.

The entity moves about the

screen in the animated layout as its counterpart
moves from station to station with the SIMAN
model.

*

Queues--Entities residing in queues in the SIMAN
model can be shown in a queue on the animated
layout.

The queue is another dynamic or changing

object.

*

Resources--A resource is a dynamic object that has
a

fixed location in the layout.

The resource symbol

shown in the layout is tied to a resource in the
experimental frame of the SIMAN model and is
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shown in one of four states:

idle, busy,

inactive

or pre-empted.

*

Transfers--This dynamic object defines the paths
which entities travel in the layout.

*

Storages--A storage is used to define a set of
places where entities are located when they do not
appear on the layout.

Another piece of information that can be displayed on
the animated layout is the variables that describe the
state of the system during simulation.

Examples of these

variables are current simulated time, number of entities
in a queue or number of workpieces completed.

Display

variables can be identified on the layout using any of the
following display features:

*

Represent the variable value in a digital display.

*

Graphical displays using the level feature:

a box

with a bar inside that moves up and down to
represent the level, a circle that works similar
to the box and a dial that works like a gauge.

*

A global symbol representing an entity that
changes in appearance when the status of the
entity changes.

*

The color of an object on the animation layout can
change as a variable changes in value.
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The newest version of Cinema, version 3.5, primarily
offers an improvement in the graphics for the static
layout .

A dimensionally correct layout can be created

using any CAD program that outputs DXF files and read into
the Cinema static layout.

However,

the dynamic

compo n ents s t i l l must be created using the Cinema
graphics , which lacks the capabilities to create
dimensionally correct or scaled graphics.

This is still

an improvement over version 2.1, where both the static and
dynamic components must be created with Cinema graphics.
Cinema version 3.5 costs $14,000 for the EGA (Enhanced
Graphics Adapter) version and $28,000 (including
additional hardware)

for the HGA or high-resolution

graphics version.
In summary, dynamic objects,

static objects and

display variables can provide the graphical animation of a
model when tied into a SIMAN program.

More information on

the details of constructing a Cinema animation can be
obtained from the Cinema System Guide supplied by Systems
Modeling Corporation or through Cinema's "Help" menus.
Evaluation of Cinema
Cinema can be evaluated in terms of its simulation
and its animation performance.

In my opinion,

the

simulation performed well while the graphics offers room
for improvement.

This can be expected since the
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simulation language has been in development much longer
than the animation.

Perhaps the greatest improvement in

the simulation is the ability to perform simulation on a
personal computer instead of a main frame computer.

The

convenience of the personal computer does have one major
setback:
evident

a

simulation run can take much longer.

This was

in the toll plaza example, which took over 30

minutes to complete the simulation.
There are several features of SIMAN simulation
software that deserve special mention.

The TRACE and

interactive debugger features are valuable tools for
debugging and reviewing the performance of a
program.

simulation

The TRACE command provides the programmer with

the sequence in which the commands in the simulation
program are executed and the values of different
parameters at each command.

The interactive debugger

allows the programmer to interrupt a

simulation program at

any point during execution and obtain information on any
of the parameters or system variables.
The material-handling features of SIMAN,
used in the toll plaza example,

though not

are valuable features that

have simplified programming when material-handling devices
such as conveyors,

industrial trucks or cranes are

required in the model.

This feature also provides
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performance parameters for any material-handling devices
used in the model.
SIMAN offers a thorough standard summary report for
any counters,
requested.

tally variables or discrete change variables

However,

these reports are very inflexible and

provide only statistics that are available in the standard
report.

It would be nice to give the programmer the

option of requesting the standard summary report forms or
specific statistics for specific parameters and system
variables.
The best features of the animation in Cinema are
variety of colors available and the ease in which the
display can be colored,

the ability to display and update

variables on the graphics monitor during simulation, the
easy-to-follow pull-down menus that are used to construct
the static and dynamic components and a decent supporting
documentation for the animation.

The most annoying

problem faced when working with the graphics was that the
display would frequently freeze during the construction of
a layout,

causing the system to be rebooted.

All input

since the last time the file was saved is lost.

The user

must frequently save his graphics files during
construction so that hours of work would not be wasted.
The biggest disappointment with the graphics in
Cinema is that the graphics are for "artwork" and have
little value to the engineer other than for presentation
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purposes.

The graphics commands available in Cinema are

very crude and cannot be used for drawing with accuracy
or for much detail.

The command for exploding the screen

to work details is also primitive and performs slowly.
The layout of the static background, due to the inability
to draw to dimensions with Cinema, will never be anything
more than a

simplified schematic.

The facilities planner

is unable to use Cinema animation to determine space
requirements for work-in-progress storage, equipment or
material-handling equipment.
Cinema version 3.5 provides a partial solution to
this problem.

Layouts can be performend on a CAD system

and read into Cinema as the static background.

However,

the dynamic components of the layout must still be
constructed with Cinema's crude drawing commands and,
therefore,

cannot be constructed to scale.

The software

also restricts the size that dynamic components such as
entities and resources can be constructed.

This often

means that these dynamic components will not even look
proportional to the static background.
A further weakness of Cinema is the inability of
objects on the screen to recognize other objects.

Objects

could collide (or run over any humans in the layout) and
the simulation would continue as if nothing happened.
This weakness prevents the simulation model from being a
realistic model of the situation being studied.
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In summary, Cinema provides a. good simulation product
and the animation can be a good presentation tool for a
simplified schematic of the simulation.

However,

further

advances must be made to provide a more sophisticated
graphics package if the product is to become a space
planning tool for the facilities planner.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Simulation is a method of observing and learning
about a real system by studying a model of that system.

A

simulation model should be used when a system is too
complex to study through an analytical model and it is
impractical (or impossible) to study the system in its
real environment.

Since these conditions are often true

when studying a physical facility,

simulation could become

an 1 mportant tool in the field of facilities planning and
design.
Designing a
be a

simulation model for a complex system can

complicated process.

designing a

A ten-step procedure for

simulation model was described.

This

procedure could be a valuable tool in planning and
controlling the design process.
process,

Throughout the design

the overall objective is to construct a model

that is both valid and credible.

Maintaining close

contact with those familiar with the system being
simulated and carefully analyzing the quality of the input
data are two ways of ensuring a valid model is built.
Simulation models most commonly take the form of
computer programs and many advances in simulation software
in recent years have made computer simulation a more
53
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popular problem-solving techniqu6.

Two recent trends in

simulation have been software that is adaptable for use on
a perso n al computer and the graphical animation of simulation
models .

Selection of the right software requires a

thorough understanding of one's own simulation objectives
and a knowledge of simulation and animation features
available to the prospective buyer.
There is no single ideal simulation software package
that is recommended for facilities planning and design
applications;
vary .

simulation needs for these applications will

An architectural and engineering firm that is

designing an airport may require a versatile simulation
language with a high-powered mainframe computer for
complex simulation, and animation for displaying the
simulation results to the elected public officials and
taxpayers that do not understand simulation.

A shop floor

industrial engineer may be perfectly content with a
manufacturing simulator and no animation to use for
calculating the size of work-in-progress stockrooms
required when production is increased.

To identify an

"ultimate" software package for facilities applications
was not the objective of this report, but rather to create
an awareness that simulation is a valuable, and, with the
many new software advances, also a feasible tool for
solving facilities problems.
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While simulation has been a proven tool for modeling
complex systems for years,

it had a limited number of users

because of the expensive computer hardware required and the
difficult-to-use languages that required skilled computer
programmers.

Simulation software can now be used on

personal computers and the languages have made modeling
much easier.

The result is that simulation has evolved

into a valuable tool with many applications that can be
used by many people, such as facilities planners.
Animation, however,

is a new product that has yet to evolve

into a versatile tool.

Several advances must occur before

animation software becomes a necessity for the facilities
planner.
At the present time, animation can be described as a
presentation tool rather than an analytic tool.

Animation,

with its variety of colors and ability to display changes
in system variables and other parameters,

is most valuable

for viewing a schematic that displays the activities that
occur during a simulation run.

Animation is helpful when

presenting a simulation model to nontechnical personnel who
do not have the ability or the desire to understand the
simulation language program.
Animation will never be more than a presentation tool
until it has the capability of constructing graphics with
respect to dimensions.

Animated objects move about the

screen without the ability to recognize other objects,
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which hinders the simulation from performing like the rea'l
world system it is attempting to model.

The lack of

dimensional accuracy prevents the modeler from determining
any actual distances traveled, the space required for
queues or the effect of rearranging the resources.

Even

advances such as Cinema's version 3.5, which allows a CAD
layout to be used as the static background in the
animation, only improve the presentation qualities of
animation.

The animation cannot become an analytic tool

until both the static and dynamic components can be
constructed with dimensional accuracy and the user is able
to interact with the graphics during simulation.
Another pitfall of animation software in its present
state is that animation graphics are not compatible with
different simulation languages.

If one selects a

simulation software product, he is forced to use its
accompanying animation package.

The best simulation

software for an application may not be available with the
best animation software for that application.
An ideal advancement from a facilities planner's
perspective would be the marriage of a full-scale
interactive graphics system, such as those offered by
Intergraph or Computer Vision, with any simulation
language.

This would allow the facilities planner to

simulate within the actual facility plan as it would occur
if the facility were built.

It would provide the ability
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to move attributed entities through the layout in three
dimensions for analyzing object maneuverability and spatial
requirements.

Such a system would eliminate the need for

recreating the layout in the animation graphics and
duplicating hardware since existing plans created with CAD
can be used.

Interactive graphics would enable the user to

stop the simulation during a run to obtain descriptive
information from the layout.

The animation graphics would

now have all the capabilities of CAD graphics such as zoom,
larger file capacity, report generation, cell creation
capability,

improved drafting capability, dimensional

accuracy and the ability to overlay other drawings.
Despite some of the shortcomings of animation,
simulation and animation are still valuable tools in
facilities planning and design applications.

While

animation has improved the facilities planner's ability to
present his simulation models, advances in the software
market must be made before it can be used as an analytical
tool.

APPENDIX
STUDY OF TOLL BOOTH FACILITY

PROBLEM STATEMENT
As one of the fastest growing counties in the
country, Orange County (Florida) is faced with the
challenge of providing an adequate transportation system
for its growing numbers of residents and visitors.

This

transportation system includes a network of four major
expressways that service the county:

Florida's Turnpike,

the Beeline Expressway, the East-West Expressway and
Interstate 4.

As vehicle traffic continues to mount,

local authorities are planning modifications and
expansions to this network to handle the congestion
problems.
Of the four expressways in the county, three
expressways are toll roads.

Toll roads pose a unique

problem since these roads must be obstructed with booths
and plazas for the purpose of collecting tolls.

During

peak traffic hours, competition between vehicles for
available toll booths often results in long queues at the
toll booths.
Planning the facilities requirements for the toll
booths and toll plazas can be accomplished with the aid of
computer simulation and animation.

A simulation model of

each toll booth or toll plaza in the expressway system can
be built to analyze the bottlenecking that occurs at each
59
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location.

Once these models are created, simulation runs

using forecast data for future traffic levels can be
executed to determine how existing toll facilities will
handle the anticipated traffic growth.
In this example, the busiest toll plaza in the
expressway system, the east toll plaza on the East-West
Expressway, will be modeled.

The objectives of this model

are to determine the utilization of the toll booths, the
average queue length at each toll booth, the number of
vehicles that use the toll booths, the length of time that
the average vehicle spends in a queue waiting to pay the
toll and the revenue generated at the toll plaza.
The toll charge at this particular toll plaza is
dependent upon the number of axles on the vehicle.
axle vehicles have the lowest toll at $0.50.
can be one of two types:

Two-

Toll booths

an unmanned exact change toll

booth and a manned toll booth that is used when change or
receipts are required.

Only two-axle vehicles may use the

exact change toll booth.
and receipt toll booth.

Any vehicle may use the change
Table 2 displays the toll charges

and the booth usage by vehicle classification.
There are 14 toll booths in the east toll plaza of
the East-West Expressway.

Of this 14, nine are exact

change toll booths and five are change and receipt booths.
The number of toll booths available for vehicles depends
upon the anticipated traffic level which will vary with
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TABLE 2
TOLLS AND TOLL BOOTH USAGE BY VEHICLE CLASSIFICATION
g..
0

of Total
Traffic

Use Exact
Change ( % )

Must Use Change &
Receipt Booth ( % )

2 axle

$0 . 50

97.12

75.74

24.26

3 axle

$0.75

1.07

0.00

100.00

4 axle

$1.00

1.07

0.00

100.00

5 axle
or more

$1.25

0.74

0.00

100.00
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the time of day and the direction of the greatest traffic
flow.

For instance, during morning rush hour, traffic

will be heavier in the westbound direction as people leave
their homes in the residential areas of East Orange County
and head for their jobs located in the center of Orlando.
During this time, nine toll booths will be open in the
westbound direction and five toll booths will be open in
the eastbound direction.

Table 3 illustrates the

available tolls for eastbound and westbound traffic in the
east toll plaza of the East-West Expressway.
To provide a simulation run for the model of the east
toll plaza, data for the time period from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m.
will be used.

Much of these data are estimated and

therefore this exercise is not an actual study of the toll
plaza but rather an example of how the model works.

Table

4 displays the configuration of toll booths used at the
east toll plaza from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Table 5 shows the

number of arrivals that occur at the toll plaza during 15minute intervals between 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.

These data are

actual data tallied on January 28, 1987 but do not
statistically represent the expected traffic at this toll
plaza.

The information in Tables 2 and 5 was obtained

from the consulting firm of Post, Buckley, Schuh &
Jernigan,

Inc., who have regularly performed studies for

the Orlando-Orange County Expressway Authority.
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TABLE 3
AVAILABLE TOLL BOOTHS IN THE EAST TOLL PLAZA
Eastbound

Westbound

Either
Direction

Exact Change
Booths

3

3

3

Change and
Receipt Booths

2

2

1

TABLE 4
CONFIGURATION OF TOLL BOOTHS USED AT THE EAST TOLL
PLAZA FROM 2 P.M. TO 7 P.M.
Unused

Eastbound

Westbound

Exact Change
Booths

6

3

0

Change and
Receipt Booths

3

2

0

657
627
637
785
866
1008
997
1144

2:30

2:45

3:00

3:15

3:30

3:45

4:00
769

738

788

667

656

629

627

620

Number of Vehicles
Eastbound Westbound

2:15

Time ( P. M. )

6:00

5:45

5:30

5:15

5:00

4:45

4:30

4:15

Time ( P. M. )

1033

1075

1267

1376

1853

1329

1424

1191

594

746

642

666

640

642

790

720

Number of Vehicles
Eastbound Westbound

ARRIVALS AT THE EAST TOLL PLAZA

TABLE 5

~

O'I
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A summary of the parameters that were estimated for
this model is:

*

the arrival rate, based on Table 5,

is assumed to

be exponentially distributed

*

the time required to pay the toll at an exact
change booth is an exponential distribution with a
mean of four seconds

*

the time required to pay the toll at a change and
receipt booth is an exponential distribution with
a mean of eight seconds

*

a vehicle has an average speed of 15 miles per
hour in the 120-foot approach to the toll booth
The Model

Two major assumptions were made when designing this
model:
a)

the driver of a vehicle will select the toll
booth he intends to use before he is approximately
120 feet from the toll plaza;

b)

the driver will choose a toll booth with the
shortest queue.

If he has exact change, he will

s t i l l choose the shortest queue, regardless of
whether the toll booth is for exact change or for
change and receipts.

If more than one booth has

the shortest queue, he will select the queue
farthest to his right.
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The model begins with the creation of vehicle
arrivals for eastbound and westbound traffic.

The arrival

rates will change with time by use of the TABLES statement
in the experiment section of the model.

The arriving

entities trigger the assignment of values for several
variables depending on whether the arrival is eastbound or
westbound.

These variables will later be used to select

eastbound or westbound queues.
The entity or vehicle is then assigned an attribute
that will identify the number of axles on the vehicle.
The number of axles will be determined by the ratios shown
in Table 2.

If the vehicle has two axles,

it is routed to

a statement that determines whether the driver has exact
change.

If the vehicle has three or more axles,

it is

routed to a statement that searches for the shortest
queue.

Once a queue has been selected, the entity waits

for the opportunity to seize a resource (the toll booth).
When the toll booth is seized, the entity will be delayed
the appropriate amount of time necessary to pay the toll
and then release the toll booth.

The vehicle will then

resume its travel in the appropriate direction.
Forty-two stations are required for this model.
Fourteen stations are 120 feet from the toll plaza
approach and 14 stations are 120 feet beyond the toll
plaza.

These stations are necessary to animate the path

of travel of the entities using Cinema.

The remaining 14
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stations are the toll booths.
is depicted in Figure 3.

The layout of the stations

While it may seem that the

stations are numbered in an unusual manner, this is
necessary in order to utilize the same subroutine for both
eastbound and westbound traffic.
Several attributes are assigned to each entity during
the course of the simulation.

These attributes are

valuable in assembling the data in the summary report that
compiles the outcome of the simulation.

The functions of

these attributes are described below:
A( 1)

=

number of axles

A( 2)

=

time required to pay toll

A( 3)

=

eastbound ( 2 ) or westbound ( 1)

A( 4)

=

time spent in queue

A( 5)

=

cost of toll

A( 6)

=

toll booth used
Evaluation

Several items are required to help ensure that the
simulation of the east toll plaza results in a valid
model.

A warm-up period is required to bring the system

to equilibrium before tabulation of data begins.

Since

this model was designed to analyze conditions during
evening rush hour, the warm-up period must occur prior to
the peak traffic period, which begins around 3 p.m.
Traffic prior to 3 p.m. is very light at the toll plaza so
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it would probably take less than an hour to bring the
system to equilibrium.

The time period from 2 p.m. to 3

p.m. would provide an effective warm-up period.
Another measure required for ensuring model validity
is to run several simulations and derive the results from
a statistical summary of all the simulation runs.

A

single simulation run would merely provide the modeler
with a single random observation.
Naturally,

this model of the east toll plaza cannot

be a valid model without the proper data.

Time studies

must be performed to determine the standard time for
paying tolls at the manned and unmanned booths.

A study

must also be conducted to determine the anticipated
arrival rates.

An excellent test of this model would be

to compare the results of the simulation runs using the
proper data with the real-life conditions at the toll
plaza during the same time period.
favorable,

If the results are

the modeler can feel secure using forecasts of

future traffic conditions as data for the model.
The results of a valid and credible model are
valuable decision-making tools for planning and designing
the toll booth facilities.

This information can be used

for determining whether to construct additional toll
booths,

change the toll booth configuration for eastbound

and westbound traffic or keep the present configuration,
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or whether to increase or decrease the manpower working at
the toll plaza.
Further Applications
Since the expressway system in Orange County is
presently experiencing a large expansion, most of which is
toll roads,

there are many potential applications for

using simulation and animation to plan the facilities
required for toll booths and toll plazas.

Simulation

models can be used to determine the locations and size of
the new toll booth facilities.

A simulation of the entire

expressway system could be used for determining the
various tolls that are required to offset costs and the
impact of toll increases on traffic volume and revenue.
Simulations of existing toll booth facilities using
forecasts of future vehicle traffic can be run to
determine how long the existing facilities will be
adequate and what expansion will be necessary at what
future time.
I

feel that a continuation of this effort would make

an excellent semester group project for seniors in
industrial engineering.

A group of students with

simulation background would be given the opportunity to
model a real-world system.

A group of students with time

study and statistical background could develop the data
necessary for the model.

Both groups would find the
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experience valuable and learn some of the difficulties
encountered when attempting to use textbook solutions to
real-world problems.

If such a project is successful,

perhaps the Orlando-Orange County Expressway Authority
would consider sponsoring the project.
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